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The federal government has not yet provided official text and details regarding the USMCA. In the 

absence of this information, it has been challenging for DFO to provide confirmed information and 

details on the new agreement. The information being shared is based on what has been published in the 

U.S. and what DFO staff is learning informally.  

What DFO has been doing since the announcement: 

In the past couple of days, DFO board members and staff have been very busy responding to producers, 

media, consumers and stakeholder meetings. As well, DFO board members and staff attended the first 

two Fall Regional Meetings on Mon., Oct. 1 and Tues., Oct. 2. Ralph Dietrich, DFO’s chair, and Graham 

Lloyd, DFO’s general manager and chief executive officer, met with Premier Doug Ford on Wed., Oct. 3, 

2018. During their meeting, Premier Doug Ford restated his commitment and support for dairy farmers 

and the industry. DFO expressed its disappointment in the USMCA and significant concerns with the 

outcomes of the negotiations. DFO is also looking to government officials to honour their commitment 

to support supply management. 

DFO has responded to more than 100 media engagements since the USMCA announcement. DFO staff 

has been responding to media requests, consumer inquiries and preparing communications, while board 

members and senior staff have been analyzing the information available to them. DFO is working with 

provincial marketing boards, DFC and processors to strategize ways to hold the government accountable 

to its commitment to support the industry. DFO is expressing serious concerns, and is looking for ways 

to work together to be able to continue to grow the dairy industry. 

DFO appreciates producers’ concerns. It is understandable producers and their families are looking to 

DFO for information. Until we have confirmed details, DFO staff and board members are not in a 

position to offer more than what is available to them. As further details become available, DFO will 

share with producers at large. For now, DFO staff and board members are only able to provide what 

they know. 

Additionally, you will find a consumer Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) document and infographic for 

your information. These are being shared on DFO’s website under the consumer tab, on DFO’s social 

media channels and directly with consumers. Please feel free to pass these on. 

Information will continue to be shared on DFO’s website, on Milkline and through other communication 

channels. 

What DFO knows: 

 Agreement in principle announced just before midnight on Sept. 30; 



 Market access to Canadian dairy was increased by 3.9 per cent; 

 Class 7 is to be eliminated; 

 The agreement provides for continued competitive pricing at U.S. rate (how Class 7 is currently 

priced the majority of the time) for milk protein concentrates (MPC), skim milk powder (SMP) 

and infant formula; 

 There is a cap on how much MPC, SMP and infant formula can be exported; 

 This comes into effect six months after the agreement has been approved by all three countries. 

When that will happen, or if it will, is very much in question; 

 The federal government has promised compensation. 

Next steps: 

DFO will continue to assess the impact to markets, and work with stakeholders to mitigate losses as best 

as possible. It is too early to have a full and proper analysis of the situation. DFO senior staff and board 

members are meeting with provincial and federal government officials to get a more complete 

understanding of the agreement.  

DFO will continue to share relevant information as it becomes available. 


